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ABSTRACT

Non-sighted programmers make use of aural information to develop their 

programs. Such aural information is generated by a software tool that produces speech 

output for a given text file. Speech characteristics such as intonation, pausing, and pitch 

relay the semantics of what is being spoken; therefore speech output has the capability of 

providing meaningful cues to highlight the syntax and clarify the meaning of aurally 

rendered computer programs. The effective integration of various speech characteristics 

into aurally rendered code may improve code comprehension in a similar way that syntax 

coloring and indentation improve comprehension of visually rendered code. This study 

investigates different speech characteristics and their effect on the understanding of 

aurally rendered Java code. 

INTRODUCTION

Sighted programmers use vision while typing, editing, testing and debugging 

code. In terms of understanding the code itself, sighted programmers can determine a 

program’s structure by using visual cues such as nesting, indentation, and color 

highlighting of various code elements, such as reserved words and comments.

Many non-sighted people use speech output while coding programs. In this case, 

aural cues can convey information about the structure of a program. However, if the code 

is simply read as English text, not specifically as programming language text, little 
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information about the program’s structure is given. For example, if nested block 

statements are spoken without any pauses, it might be confusing to determine the scope 

of each block. Another example is speaking methods and variable names. Suppose we 

have two variable names: “fileName” and “filename”. If each is read without any speech 

modifications, both variable names will sound the same. This, of course, would lead to a 

problem if a non-sighted programmer treats such variables as if they were identical. 

A non-sighted person who writes programs should be able to obtain the same 

information from speech feedback as a sighted person gets from visual feedback. 

Currently, Integrated program Development Environments (IDEs) do not give aural cues 

specifically about the semantics of a program. Nevertheless, there are voice output 

technologies, such as JAWS [7] and Home Page Reader [1] that produce synthesized 

voice output for text that is displayed on the screen.

This research focuses on the quality and effectiveness of speech as a way to 

generate meaningful aural cues that help to relate the syntax of a Java program to the 

program’s semantics. Quality represents the ability of the speech output to express the 

program so that its aural representation conveys the original meaning of the program and 

does not miss or misrepresent any important details. Quality also implies that the speech 

output representing the code should be delivered, not just as a stream of words, but in a 

structured way that is close to the human way of pronouncing the code. For example, if 

there is an arithmetic expression with parenthesis, a programmer should be able to infer 

the existence of the parenthesis by listening to the spoken version of the expression. 

On the other hand, effectiveness relates to how easy it is to understand spoken 

programs. Even though speech output may provide relevant information about the 
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program, one way of speaking the code may be much easier to understand and more 

pleasant to listen to than another way of speaking it. For instance, a slower rate of speech 

and a female voice might be more effective than a higher speed and a male voice. Many 

aspects of intonation, like pauses, and pitch also convey additional cues that may change 

effectiveness. Studies by Greene and Ravizza show that the more complex the message 

is, the more pauses the speaker uses when delivering the message. [10] This implies that 

adding pauses to the speech output of the Java code might increase the understanding of 

the program.

SPEECH CHARACTERISTICS

   Speech characteristics are as important to understanding aurally rendered 

computer programs as they are for English or any other natural languages. Even small 

distinctions in intonation can be critical to understanding the spoken word of any 

language. K. Russel argues that intonation adds extra information to a spoken message. 

He also states that in some cases, it may even lead to an unintentional affect; for example, 

speaking English with Russian intonation may seem rude, threatening or unfriendly, 

whereas speaking Russian with English intonation may seem affected and hypocritical. 

[3] 

Speech characteristics include: location and length of pauses, pitch, and speaking 

rate. When we read a sentence and see a comma, it is usually spoken with a pause that is 

shorter than a pause at the end of a sentence or a paragraph. When we see a colon, we 

usually make a pause that is similar to a pause after a comma but the pitch before the 

pause is different. Varieties of speech characteristics provide additional information 

about the meaning. 
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Sometimes vocal intonation alone can even determine the underlying meaning of 

a spoken message. The example below demonstrates how different vocal emphases 

influence the interpretation of the following message:

     He’s giving this money to Herbie. (HE is the one giving the money; nobody else.)

     He’s giving this money to Herbie. (He is GIVING the money, not taking.)

     He’s giving this money to Herbie. (Not some other money.)

     He’s giving this money to Herbie. (Not a check.)

     He’s giving this money to Herbie. (Not to someone else.)  [9]

Although there are several studies done on speech characteristics of the natural languages 

like English, no previous studies specifically on the speech characteristics of the 

programming languages have been found.

The Java programming language, as any other languages like English or Russian, 

has a structure. Where paragraphs, sentences and words are parts of the human language 

structure, block statements, such as while loops, for loops, and if statements, are parts of 

the Java language structure. As shown in the previous example, by applying different 

speech characteristics to the speech, a person can change the meaning of a sentence. 

Similarly, if speech characteristics are applied to speech output for a Java program, 

different meanings can be conveyed to a listener. For example, a pause at the end of a 

while loop may imply a close curly bracket or the scope of a loop, while a pause inside an 

arithmetic expression may represent a parenthesis. Some speech characteristics can 

improve speech output and make it simple to guess the exact meaning, while others make 

it difficult and ambiguous. Since a program can have only one meaning, it is important

that the speech characteristics convey only one meaning. 
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There are many speech characteristics that can be defined for the Java language. 

This research focuses on position, length of pauses and pitch related to the basic building 

blocks of the Java language. Determining the right pausing was one of the main goals of 

the research because it plays a significant role in processing what we hear. Pauses 

separate speech into tokens or phonetic clauses. The Research of Dittman and Llewellyn 

shows that these phonetic clauses are the basic decoding units of speech [8]. Therefore, 

adding pauses into the speech output may improve understanding of a program being 

spoken. 

METHODS

The techniques used in this study to determine effective speech characteristics 

included a number of experiments involving the location and length of pauses, and the 

pitch of words in the sound output. Student volunteers were asked questions about 

comprehension and preference for each aural test they took. The results of the 

experiments were used to define explicit patterns of speech characteristics suitable for 

speaking Java code. 

Each experiment contained a comprehension test and a preference test. In the 

comprehension test, patterns were selected based on (1) whether they provided enough 

information to determine what the code was, and (2) whether they implied the location of 

the parenthesis and curly brackets, not by pronouncing them, but with pausing and other 

speech characteristics like changing the pitch. 

The main goal of the preference test was to determine which patterns the students 

thought were the easiest. “Easy” in this case means: the speech pattern is easy to 

understand; it allows determining location of the parenthesis and curly brackets without 
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seeing the code; and it gives enough information to the listener to be able to determine 

the code.  Details of the comprehension and preference tests are described later in the 

paper.

 Conducting the experiments involved the following eight steps. 

Step 1.   Defining speech patterns

Creating different speech patterns was accomplished by marking up code using 

the Java Speech Markup Language (JSML) [4], changing properties of the speech 

synthesizer [5], and changing the syntax of the code passed to the synthesizer (for 

example, inserting an extra comma that simulated a pause or substitution of a word). The 

JSML allows applications to annotate text with additional information that can improve 

the quality and naturalness of synthesized speech [6]. An example of a JSML tag is the 

EMP tag, which specifies a level of emphasis for the contained text. For example, if the 

string “<EMP>Hello</EMP> world” is passed to the synthesizer as a parameter, the word 

“Hello” will be spoken with much more emphasis than the word “world”. Properties of 

the pauses, pitch and other speech characteristics can be specified in a similar way by 

using different JSML tags (BREAK, PITCH, SENT, and etc.).

The speech patterns to be tested were defined for block statements, boolean 

expressions and arithmetic expressions. Each pattern varied by the length and location of 

the pause, and the pitch. Each pattern was incorporated into a piece of code. Table 1 

shows some speech patterns that were considered. The difference in the patterns within 

each group is based on how the speech synthesizer that produces speech output takes into 

consideration the different punctuation marks, like commas, semi-colons, periods, and 

exclamation marks, and creates speech output accordingly [2]. In this way, the speech 
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output produced by the synthesizer is very similar to the version that would be produced 

by a human. For example, if the first speech pattern “While! Condition. Statement. 

Statement.” in Table 1 is applied to a block statement, the speech output with the 

following characteristics will be produced: “While” will be spoken with an emphasized 

intonation, and “Condition”, “Statement”, and “Statement” will each be followed with a 

pause that corresponds to a period. 

Code Pattern Sample Code Sample Speech Patters

Block while (condition) {
   statement;
   statement;

  }

While! Condition.
          Statement. Statement. 
While; (condition)
          Statement. Statement.       
   

Boolean expression isFound && empty isFound? and empty?
isFound-and-empty
isFound. and empty

Arithmetic expressions A + B * C

A + B * C + D

a +  (b times c)
a + b times c
a + ; b times c; + d
a + (b times c) + d

Table 1. Sample Speech Patterns

Step 2.   Pretest of the patterns

A set of possible patterns for block statements, boolean expressions and 

arithmetic expressions were tested on a few people before the main experiment. Each 

person had to listen to each speech pattern and tell whether or not he/she could hear the 

difference, for example, whether he/she could notice that a pause in one pattern was 

longer than a pause in another pattern. If no differences were noticed, the pattern was 

eliminated. The pretest also helped to identify patterns that were not clear and were very 

difficult to hear. 

The pretest turned out to be very important. Creating patterns myself and listening 

to them made it almost impossible to eliminate any pattern. I could remember each 

pattern by heart and therefore could imply the difference between the patterns and could 
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hear each very clear. That was not the case with people who had never heard given the 

given patterns and listened to them their first time.

As a result of the pretest, nine patterns were chosen for the experiment: three for 

the block statement, three for the boolean expression and three for the arithmetic 

expression. Table 2 shows the specific speech patterns that were chosen for the 

experiments.

Code Pattern Sample Code Speech Patterns

Block Code Segment 1

while (x < y) {
 collectData();

}
                 
displayOutput;

"while (x less than y): collectData. 
displayOutput."

"while (x less than y): collectData 
<BREAK size=\"medium\"/> 
displayOutput."

"while x less than y collectData 
<BREAK size=\"medium\"/> 
displayOutput."

Code Segment 2

if(num !=0 ) {
   num=Math.random();
       getTotal();
}
              
System.out.println();

"if (num not equal 0): num equal 
math-dot-random, getTotal. System-
dot-out-dot- printline (num)."

"if (num not equal 0). num equal 
math-dot-random. getTotal.<BREAK 
size = \"medium \"/> System-dot-out-
dot-printline (num)."

"if num not equal 0 num equal math-
dot-random, getTotal. System-dot-
out-dot- printline (num)."

Boolean expression isFound && empty "isFound? and empty?"
"isFound-and-empty"
"isFound. and empty"

Arithmetic expressions B + C* D "b + (c times d) "
"b +! c times d"
"b +? c times d"

(B + C) * (D+E) "(b + c) times (d+e)"
"(b + c! times d+e!)"
"(b + c? times d+e?)"

Table 2. Speech patterns used in the Experiments
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Step 3.   Creating sample program

A sample Java program that contained if statements, while loops, boolean 

expressions, arithmetic expressions, declarations and method calls was created. The 

sample program was recorded and a sound file was created. The sound file was used to 

introduce the speech output of the Java program to the students before the start of the 

comprehension and the preference tests. Listening to a spoken Java program for the first 

time can be overwhelming and very difficult to understand and could affect the results of 

the experiments in a subjective way. That was the main reason for creating the sample 

program and giving it to the students.

Step 4.   Defining groups

There were three groups of 10 students each involved in the experiments. All 

students in those groups had experience with the Java programming language. They were 

enrolled in either the CS1, CS2, or in the Advanced Data Structures class. Students for 

each group were chosen randomly.  Each group had to perform a different comprehension 

test but the same preference test. 

Step 5. Comprehension test

Two code segments that contained the block statements were created for each of 

the three groups. Speech characteristics of the code segments were different for each 

group. Table 2 two shows the code segments and speech patterns that were given to the 

groups. Code segments given to the three groups were represented by exactly the same 

Java code; the only difference was in the characteristics of the speech output (speech 

pattern). Speech output of each of the code segments was recorded and sound files were 

created.
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Each group of students was able to listen to the sample program any number of 

times before starting the comprehension test. No written Java code was provided for 

either the sample program or for the comprehension test. Thus, students could only use 

the aural cues while listening. The comprehension test consisted of two tasks. First, 

students listened to the two code segments only twice and wrote down the corresponding 

Java code. Second, students listened to the two code segments any number of times, and 

again wrote down what they heard. 

Step 6.   Preference test

Six code segments were created that all the volunteer students listened to. The 

code segments included two arithmetic expressions, one boolean expression, and three 

block statements. Three sound files were created for each code segment, and each sound 

file had different speech characteristics (patterns). In this test, written Java code was 

provided to the students. Students had to listen to the three sound files that corresponded 

to each code segment and rank each pattern according to the ease of understanding.  By 

looking at the provided written Java code, students could decide whether the speech 

output reflected the details of the code segment. 

Step 7.  Presentation of the experiment   

All sound files and directions to the experiment were posted on the Internet [2]. 

Students were provided paper forms, which they filled out during the experiments.

Step 8.   Analyzing code and scales provided by the students

The Java code written by the students during the comprehension test was graded 

based on how close it was to the original version of the code. The code segments of the 

preference test were ranked according to the preference within all groups. Results of the 
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preference test and comprehension test were then analyzed using an analysis of variance 

to measure if the grading of the assigned tasks and ranking of ease of understanding were 

significantly different between the three groups.

RESULTS

Results were analyzed using an analysis of variance technique and are given in 

Appendix A. Analysis of the preference test showed that there was a significant 

difference between the speech patterns for each code segment. Table 3 shows the 

particular speech pattern that was preferred over the other two in that category for each of 

the six codes segments tested.

Java Code Speech Pattern

Arithmetic expressions
B + (C * D) "b +? c times d"

(B + C) * (D + E) "(b + c! times d+e!)"

Boolean expression

(isFound && empty) “isFound. and empty”

Block
if( numOf Items != 0 ){
   total = calculatePrice ();
   addTax( );
}
System.out.println(total);

“if( num-of-items not equal 0? ).
           total equal calculate-price.
           add-tax. <BREAK size = \”medium\”/>
System-dot-out-dot-printline( total ).“

while (listHasData){
   item = readFromFile( );
   record.addItem( );
}
System.out.println(item);

“while (list-has-data?).
        item equal read-from-file.
        record-dot-add-item. <BREAK size = 
\”medium\”/>
System-dot-out-dot-printline ( item ).”

for (int index =0; index < MAX; 
++index){
   name = readName( );
   System.out.println(name);     
}
createNewList( );

“for (int index  equal 0, index less than MAX?,  plus 
plus index).
        name equal reed-name.
        System-dot-out-dot-printline(name). <BREAK 
size = \”medium\”/>
create-new-list.”

Table 3. Speech patterns chosen according to the preference test
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The speech patterns chosen for the block statements contain, not only the longest 

pauses, but also the most number of pauses. The same is true for the boolean expression; 

the pattern containing a pause (period) turns out to be much more preferable than the one 

without any pause. This supports the hypothesis that pauses help to understand messages.  

The choice of the speech patterns for the arithmetic expression might be more based on a 

personal preference because all of the patterns contain the pauses. Nevertheless, it shows 

that change in the pitch also affects the perception of the message.

The analysis of the comprehension test did not show a significant difference 

between the three speech patterns in all cases, but it did show a significant difference 

among the patterns for Code Segment 2 (see Table 2). The significant difference was 

found when the students listened to Code Segment 2 twice. Students that listened to the 

pattern containing more pauses got better scores compared to the students listening to the 

other patterns.  

Table 4 shows that the mean values of the scores of the students who listened to 

the speech patterns with more pauses are higher than the scores of the students, who 

listened to the other speech patterns.  The patterns that were chosen as a result of the 

comprehension tests are showed in the Table 5. 

Overall, results of the preference and the comprehension tests support the 

importance of the pauses in the understanding of aurally rendered Java Code. They also 

demonstrate that difference in pitch plays important role in perception of the speech 

output.
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Java Code Speech Pattern Listen
Twice Test

Listen
Any Times Test

Code Segment 1

while (x < y) {
 collectData();

}
                 
displayOutput;

"while (x less than y): 
collectData. 
displayOutput."

"while (x less than y): 
collectData <BREAK 
size=\"medium\"/> 
displayOutput."

"while x less than y 
collectData <BREAK 
size=\"medium\"/> 
displayOutput."

Out of 4

2.900

3.100

2.300

Out of 4

3.000

3.500

2.900

Code Segment 2

if(num !=0 ) {
   num=Math.random();
       getTotal();
}
              
System.out.println();

"if (num not equal 0): 
num equal math-dot-
random, getTotal. 
System-dot-out-dot-
printline (num)."

"if (num not equal 0). 
num equal math-dot-
random. 
getTotal.<BREAK 
size = \"medium \"/> 
System-dot-out-dot-
printline (num)."

"if num not equal 0 
num equal math-dot-
random, getTotal. 
System-dot-out-dot-
printline (num)."

Out of 5

Significant

Difference

Significant

Difference

Significant

Difference

Out of 5

3.500

4.500

3.500

Table 4. Mean values of the comprehension test
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Java Code Speech Pattern

while(x < y){
      collectData();
}
displayOutput();

"while (x less than y): 
       collectData <BREAK size=\"medium\"/> 

displayOutput."

if(num!=0){
   Num=Math.random();
   GetTotal();
}
System.out.println(num);

"if (num not equal 0). num equal math-dot-random. 
getTotal.<BREAK size = \"medium \"/> System-
dot-out-dot- printline (num)."

Table 5. Speech patterns chosen according to the comprehension test

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTHURE WORK

This research determined that speech patterns if applied to the speech output of a 

program can improve the comprehension of the aurally rendered Java code. 

There are many issues remaining for future work. The research tested only a small 

domain of the speech characteristics. There may exist many other possible aspects that 

may influence aural code perception, such as rate of the speech, male or female voice, 

and pitch variations. Another untouched area that can be studied in the future is the 

mapping of the capital letters in the code to certain speech characteristics. For example, 

the method names getName( ) and getname( ) must sound distinctive, otherwise a non-

sighted programmer will not notice any difference between the two. But what should the 

distinction in the speech output be? Similar questions still remain unanswered. Another 

interesting area of study is the mapping of the pauses to the Java code. For example, 

according to the conducted experiment, there are quite a few students that map a pause to 

the end of a block or a beginning of a new line.

Finally, I believe that if all or many of the best speech patterns were discovered, it 

would improve understanding of aurally rendered Java Code significantly. In some cases 
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a certain speech pattern can be just a personal preference, but it might make listener’s 

perception of the message much more effective.
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APPENDIX A.

RESULTS

Preference Test

Arithmetic Expression 1

.245 30 1.298 .1944 -.127 .556

.243 30 1.290 .1972 -.128 .555

.840 30 6.339 <.0001 .687 .921

Correlation Count Z-Value P-Value 95% Lower 95% Upper

ARE1A, ARE1B

ARE1A, ARE1C

ARE1B, ARE1C

Correlation Coefficient
 Hypothesized Correlation = 0

Mean

2.667 1.093 .200 30 1.000 5.000 2

2.133 1.074 .196 30 1.000 5.000 2

1.933 1.081 .197 30 1.000 5.000 2

Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error Count Minimum Maximum # Missing

ARE1A

ARE1B

ARE1C

Descriptive Statistics

Java Code
B + (C * D)
Patterns
A "b + (c times d) "
B "b +! c times d"
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C "b +? c times d"

Arithmetic Expression 2

.505 30 2.888 .0039 .177 .732

.269 30 1.431 .1523 -.101 .573

.493 30 2.804 .0050 .161 .724

Correlation Count Z-Value P-Value 95% Lower 95% Upper

ARE2A, ARE2B

ARE2A, ARE2C

ARE2B, ARE2C

Correlation Coefficient
 Hypothesized Correlation = 0

Mean

2.767 1.040 .190 30 1.000 5.000 0

2.033 1.066 .195 30 1.000 5.000 0

2.333 1.028 .188 30 1.000 5.000 0

Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error Count Minimum Maximum # Missing

ARE2A

ARE2B

ARE2C

Descriptive Statistics

Java Code
(B + C) * (D + E)
Patterns
A "(b + c) times (d+e)"
B "(b + c! times d+e!)"
C "(b + c? times d+e?)"
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Boolean Expression

.266 30 1.415 .1571 -.105 .571

.366 30 1.995 .0461 .007 .642

.547 30 3.193 .0014 .233 .758

Correlation Count Z-Value P-Value 95% Lower 95% Upper

boolA, boolB

boolA, boolC

boolB, boolC

Correlation Coefficient
 Hypothesized Correlation = 0

Mean

2.933 1.015 .185 30 1.000 5.000 0

2.567 1.040 .190 30 1.000 5.000 0

2.233 .971 .177 30 1.000 5.000 0

Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error Count Minimum Maximum # Missing

boolA

boolB

boolC

Descriptive Statistics

Java Code
(isFound && empty)
Patterns
A “isFound? and empty?”
B “isFound-and-empty”
C “isFound. and empty”
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IF 

.390 31 2.181 .0292 .042 .654

.445 31 2.534 .0113 .108 .691

.348 31 1.922 .0547 -.007 .625

Correlation Count Z-Value P-Value 95% Lower 95% Upper

If A, If B

If A, If C

If B, If C

Correlation Coefficient
 Hypothesized Correlation = 0

Mean

3.226 .990 .178 31 1.000 5.000 0

2.323 1.013 .182 31 1.000 5.000 0

2.548 .995 .179 31 1.000 5.000 0

Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error Count Minimum Maximum # Missing

If A

If B

If C

Descriptive Statistics

Java Code
if( numOf Items != 0 ){
           total = calculatePrice ( );
           addTax( );
}
System.out.println(total);
Patterns
A “if( num-of-items not equal 0? ):

           total equal calculate-price,
           add-tax.
System-dot-out-dot-printline( total ).“

B “if( num-of-items not equal 0? ).
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           total equal calculate-price.
           add-tax. <BREAK size = \”medium\”/>
System-dot-out-dot-printline( total ).“

C “if num-of-items not equal 0?
           total equal calculate-price,
           add-tax.
System-dot-out-dot-printline( total ).“

WHILE

.496 30 2.824 .0047 .165 .726

.661 30 4.127 <.0001 .394 .825

.378 30 2.066 .0388 .020 .650

Correlation Count Z-Value P-Value 95% Lower 95% Upper

While A, While B

While A, While C

While B, While C

Correlation Coefficient
 Hypothesized Correlation = 0

Mean

3.133 1.008 .184 30 1.000 5.000 0

2.233 1.040 .190 30 1.000 5.000 0

2.700 1.149 .210 30 1.000 5.000 0

Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error Count Minimum Maximum # Missing

While A

While B

While C

Descriptive Statistics

Java Code

while (listHasData){
        item = readFromFile( );
        record.addItem( );
}
System.out.println(item);
Patterns
A “while (list-has-data?):

        item equal read-from-file,
        record-dot-add-item.
System-dot-out-dot-printline ( item ).”

B “while (list-has-data?).
        item equal read-from-file.
        record-dot-add-item. <BREAK size = \”medium\”/>
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System-dot-out-dot-printline ( item ).”
C “while list-has-data?

        item equal read-from-file,
        record-dot-add-item.
System-dot-out-dot-printline ( item ).”

FOR

.350 29 1.861 .0627 -.019 .635

.588 29 3.439 .0006 .282 .785

.457 29 2.514 .0119 .108 .705

Correlation Count Z-Value P-Value 95% Lower 95% Upper

For A, For B

For A, For C

For B, For C

Correlation Coefficient
 Hypothesized Correlation = 0

Mean

3.448 .948 .176 29 1.000 5.000 0

2.621 1.178 .219 29 1.000 5.000 0

3.103 .939 .174 29 1.000 5.000 0

Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error Count Minimum Maximum # Missing

For A

For B

For C

Descriptive Statistics

Java Code

for (int index =0; index < MAX; ++index){
        name = readName( );
        System.out.println(name);     
}
createNewList( );
Patterns
A “for (int index  equal 0, index less than MAX?,  plus plus index):

        name equal reed-name,
        System-dot-out-dot-printline(name).
create-new-list.”

B “for (int index  equal 0, index less than MAX?,  plus plus index).
        name equal reed-name.
        System-dot-out-dot-printline(name). <BREAK size = \”medium\”/>
create-new-list.”

C “for int index  equal 0, index less than MAX?,  plus plus index
        name equal reed-name,
        System-dot-out-dot-printline(name).
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create-new-list.”

Comprehension Test

Code Segment 1 
(listen two times)

-.200 9 -.514 .6193

.600 9 1.406 .1934

.800 9 1.395 .1965

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value

SEG1TW1, SEG1TW2

SEG1TW1, SEG1TW3

SEG1TW2, SEG1TW3

Paired t-test
 Hypothesized Difference = 0

.015 10 .040 .9680

.039 10 .103 .9179

-.414 10 -1.166 .2434

Correlation Count Z-Value P-Value

SEG1TW1, SEG1TW2

SEG1TW1, SEG1TW3

SEG1TW2, SEG1TW3

Fisher's R to Z
 Hypothesized Correlation = 0

2.900 9 12.429 <.0001

3.100 9 9.858 <.0001

2.300 9 6.273 .0001

Mean DF t-Value P-Value

seg1Tw1

seg1Tw2

seg1Tw3

One Sample t-test
 Hypothesized Mean = 0

Java Code
while(x < y){
      collectData();
}
displayOutput();
Patterns
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A "while (x less than y):
       collectData. 
displayOutput."

B "while (x less than y): 
        collectData <BREAK size=\"medium\"/> 
displayOutput."

C "while x less than y 
collectData <BREAK size=\"medium\"/> 
displayOutput."

Code Segment 1 
(listen any number of times)

-.500 9 -1.464 .1773

.100 9 .198 .8473

.600 9 1.616 .1405

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value

seg1Any1, seg1Any2

seg1Any1, seg1Any3

seg1Any2, seg1Any3

Paired t-test
 Hypothesized Difference = 0

-.258 10 -.699 .4846

-.547 10 -1.626 .1039

-.106 10 -.282 .7783

Correlation Count Z-Value P-Value

seg1Any1, seg1Any2

seg1Any1, seg1Any3

seg1Any2, seg1Any3

Fisher's R to Z
 Hypothesized Correlation = 0

Mean

3.000 9 11.619 <.0001

3.500 9 21.000 <.0001

2.900 9 9.222 <.0001

Mean DF t-Value P-Value

seg1Any1

seg1Any2

seg1Any3

One Sample t-test
 Hypothesized Mean = 0

Java Code
while(x < y){
      collectData();
}
displayOutput();
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Patterns
A "while (x less than y):

       collectData. 
displayOutput."

B "while (x less than y): 
        collectData <BREAK size=\"medium\"/> 
displayOutput."

C "while x less than y 
collectData <BREAK size=\"medium\"/> 
displayOutput."

Code Segment 2 
(listen two times)

.688 10 2.235 .0254 .103 .919

-.194 10 -.521 .6024 -.734 .496

-.399 10 -1.116 .2643 -.822 .309

Correlation Count Z-Value P-Value 95% Lower 95% Upper

seg2Tw1, seg2Tw2

seg2Tw1, seg2Tw3

seg2Tw2, seg2Tw3

Correlation Coefficient
 Hypothesized Correlation = 0

Significant Differences Between Mean Scores of 
Seg2TW1 & Seg2TW2

3.300 9 9.000 <.0001

3.800 9 13.077 <.0001

Mean DF t-Value P-Value

seg2Tw1

seg2Tw2

One Sample t-test
 Hypothesized Mean = 0

Java Code
if (num != 0){
    num=Math.random;
    getTotal();
}
System.out.println(num);
Patterns
A "if (num not equal 0):

       num equal math-dot-random, 
       getTotal. 
System-dot-out-dot- printline (num)."

B "if (num not equal 0).   
        num equal math-dot-random. 
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        getTotal.<BREAK size = \"medium \"/>              
System-dot-out-dot- printline (num)."

C "if num not equal 0 
        num equal math-dot-random, 
        getTotal. 
System-dot-out-dot- printline (num)."

Code Segment 2 
(listen any number of times)

.620 10 1.919 .0550 -.016 .899

-.385 10 -1.073 .2834 -.817 .323

-.124 10 -.330 .7415 -.699 .548

Correlation Count Z-Value P-Value 95% Lower 95% Upper

seg2Any1, seg2Any2

seg2Any1, seg2Any3

seg2Any2, seg2Any3

Correlation Coefficient
 Hypothesized Correlation = 0

Mean

3.500 9 13.024 <.0001

4.500 9 27.000 <.0001

3.500 9 13.024 <.0001

Mean DF t-Value P-Value

seg2Any1

seg2Any2

seg2Any3

One Sample t-test
 Hypothesized Mean = 0

Java Code
if (num != 0){
    num=Math.random;
    getTotal();
}
System.out.println(num);
Patterns
A "if (num not equal 0):

       num equal math-dot-random, 
       getTotal. 
System-dot-out-dot- printline (num)."

B "if (num not equal 0).   
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        num equal math-dot-random. 
        getTotal.<BREAK size = \"medium \"/>              
System-dot-out-dot- printline (num)."

C "if num not equal 0 
        num equal math-dot-random, 
        getTotal. 
System-dot-out-dot- printline (num)."


